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1 General information
1.1 Forword
Hi and thank you for purchasing the Razor Weight
Pocket System. Thanks to you we are able to
bring further innovations to the diving market and evolve dive equipment for your best.
As Steve Bogaerts and I designed the Razor Side
Mount 2 System in 2010, I was working on 2 different weight pocket solutions for the Razor System.
At the same time Steve came up with the idea of the T
weight system. After a lot of testing we decided to use the
T weight system instead of the 2 pocket solutions I made.
The reasons were simple: first of all the T weight system is a very easy and flexible system to put a lot of
weights on the Razor harness. The weight is where you really want it and you can
use standard weight blocks on it. For us as trim fanatics it is key as well to be able
to place a weight just a little bit higher or lower to gain perfect horizontal trim.
There we saw the biggest disadvantage of the two pocket systems I designed so they
never made it to production. The placement of pockets is given and they are fixed
placed on the harness. As well another problem is, that the pockets are either to big
or to small for the given weights. Over the years I heard a lot of arguments from divers about the T weight system and their wishes for a pocket solution on the Razor.
2 years ago I finally came to the base ideas for a pocket weight system on the Razor
while having a chat about a completely different product. After one year of testing the
new system in nearly all possible diving enviroments the final product is here.
My first impressions with it were similar to the first use of the power inflator on the
prototype of the BAT wing. It felt strange compared to the simple oral inflation system
that we used before on Razor 1. But latest after 2 dives you don't want to miss the comfort of it anymore, but this is what you will find out yourself using the system now.
I wish you a lot of fun with it and happy to hear your feedbacks on it.
Happy diving

HP Hartmann
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1 General information
1.2 Important Warnings
WARNING
	This manual must be read and understood entirely before using the product. It is advised that
you keep this manual in your possession during the entire life of your Razor Pocket Weight
System.
	
FAILURE TO READ, UNDERSTAND, AND FOLLOW THE PRECAUTIONS LISTED IN THIS
MANUAL COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.
WARNING
	Never use more than the stated weights on this system. For proper use of the weight system a
review of your weithing, trim and skills with a Razor instructor is highly recommended.

CONTACT INFO
	
GO SIDE MOUNT
Privada Xel-Ha, Punta del Mar 2
77750 Puerto Aventuras
info@gosidemount.com
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.1 Package content base system
Package content
1 Base Layer
B Razor Pockets
The base systems comes with
3 pockets (max. 4 pounds /
2 kilos per pouch so a total
of 12 pounds / 6 kilos)

A

2

2
2
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.2 Flexibility redefined
The Razor pocket weight system opens up a total new way of placing weights on the
Razor Side Mount System. The System can be used in combination with the Razor T
weight System and gives you total flexibility by keeping total freeness of movement of
your back.

The Razor Side Mount Pocket System works great for:
Divers who are traveling
Especially on dive boats divers have to leave the
weights on the boat after a day of diving.

Divers with back problems
The pockets can be placed away from your spine which takes a lot of weight
away from your spine which helps as well on long dives to avoid back pain.

Divers who are switching often their configuration
A lot of divers have to switch a lot between configurations from wetsuit
to drysuit and the other way around. Of course in that case it's WAY better to have 2 Razor systems ;), but there is an easier way now as well.

Side Mount Instructors:
Easy adding or reducing weights on students to find the right amount
of weights needed even on the surface or underwater.

Lazy divers
Let's name it: even if it just takes you 2 - 3 minutes to switch weights
on the T weight system it is still easier to do so in less time :)
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.3 Configurations
Base system with 3 pockets especially for wetsuit diving:
The initial pocket weight system comes with
3 pockets which gives you a maximum of
12 pounds / 6 kilos. This is in most cases
enough for warm water diving or in general diving with a wet suit.
The pocket weight system can be
used in combination with the
T weight system as well.
For example you can
place 2 x 6 pounds / 3
kilos on the waist
strap of the the T
weight system to
reach then a total of
24 pounds / 12 kilos.

3 x pocket offer especially
for dry suit divers:
For dry suit diving 12 kilos of weight
might not be enough. Therefore we recommend to buy along with the base system
additional 3 weight pockets. These additional pockets are offered in a set price.
As well here with the 6 pockets you will reach a maximum of 24 pounds / 12 kilos just
with the pocket weight system.
In combination with the T weight system you can place additional 2 x 6 pounds / 3
kilos on the waist strap
and you will reach a total
of 36 pounds / 18 kilos.
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.3 Configurations
Pockets along the spine
You can now play around where you need your weights. Of course
depending if you are head up - feed down or feed up - head down you
can adjust the placement of the pockets on your vertical axis.
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.3 Configurations
Pockets placed on the cross
Place the pockets of the horizontal and vertical axis of
your body to keep your freeness in 360°
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.3 Configurations
Placement of 6 pockets
Depending of your needs you have the total freeness and flexibility to place the pockets wherever you need the weight.
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2 The Razor Side Mount Pocket Weight System
2.3 Configurations
Placement for divers with back problems
The Razor pocket weight system is the first weight system that
is addressing taking weights away from your spine by still keeping the full flexibility of movement of your back.
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.1 Assembly
Placement
1 Razor Harness
B T Weight System
C Pocket weight System
D Pockets
E BAT-Wing

E

D

C

2

A
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.2 Tools needed
To add the Pocket weight System to your Razor System you will just need 2 tools.

Allen key:
for the 2 screws of the BAT wing

Spool or cable tie:
to pull the bungee cord trough the base layer and the grommets of the BAT wing
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.3 Loading the pockets
Loading the pockets with weights is pretty easy. You can use standard blocks or soft
weights as well.

REMEMBER!
The maximum amount per pocket is 4 pounds / 2 kilos
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.3 Loading the pockets
Depending on the weight you use you can fix the
weight by pulling the flap further down.

2 Pounds
1 Kilo
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4 Pounds
2 Kilo

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.4 Attaching the pockets to the base layer

a
b
c
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Open the clips by
pressing the clip extensions slightly to the
inside of the clip.



Turn the 2 extensions
of the clip at least 90°



Now the pocket is
ready to be placed
on the base layer

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.4 Attaching the pockets to the base layer

d



Pull the clip extensions
trhough the slots of the
base layer.
Make sure that the
axis of the clips is completely pulled trough.

e

D

E
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You can move the
clips slithly left or
right to make them fit
100% on the slots.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.4 Attaching the pockets to the base layer

f



Turn the extensions of the clip
down untill you hear a snap. Then
pull the exentsions slithly to the
outside of the clips to fix them.

ROTATE
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.4 Attaching the pockets to the base layer

g



Repeat step 6 and
make sure that both
clips are look on both
clip extensions.

ROTATE
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.4 Attaching the pockets to the base layer

h
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You can place the pockets on either
side of the base layer but we suggest to sandwich them between
the base layer and the wing.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

a
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It is a bit tricky to run the bungee
through the grommet of the BAT wing
and the whole of the base layer but
easy by using the right trick. Therefore
you just need a cable tie (should be
standard gear in your Razor pouch)

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

b



To keep the knot on the bolt snap side
the same length, just take the bolt snap
away from the bungee.
Of course you can undo your knot as well
since this is a good moment to readjust
your bungee in case that it is to loose.
Then run the cable tie through the grommet and the whole of the base layer.
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3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

c
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Run the cable tie through the bungee
loop and then back to the hole of the
base layer and the grommet of the wing.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

d
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Instead of a cable tie some
line does the job as well.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

e
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Once you just can pull on
the cable tie or the line
to pull the bungee cord.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

f
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Then just attach the bolt snap
again or make a knot on the
other side depending on which
end you opened the bungee up.

3 Using the Razor Pocket Weight System
3.5 Attaching the base layer to the Razor System

g
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For the vertical attchment just open up
the 2 screws with allen key and integrate
the base layer on the screw.
Done!

4 Go Diving!

	There is no substitute for time spent in the water.
	Take it easy to begin with while you get used to your new Razor Pocket Weight System.
	Please contact Go Side Mount directly if you have any questions or problems with your Razor Pocket Weight System.

Best Wishes

HP Hartmann
	
info@gosidemount.com
	
www.gosidemount.com
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